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Architecture & Patrimony

Architecture & Patrimony
Tour dates flexible January to December

Renowned for its architecture and its rich religious heritage
« Patrimoine Religieux »

the choice of Breton churches, chapels 
and calvaires in & around Douarnenez is astounding.
Quimper's architecture is definitely worth exploring !

9⃣ days / 8⃣ nights recommended
Private Guided Tour for 1 to 14 pax

Enjoy France Tours
Architecture & Patrimony



Tours available flexible dates
with private guided tours

Personalised Private Tours January to December 

Architecture & Patrimony January to December 

Guided Hiking in France on the GR34 March to November 

Natural Sea Water Spa Thalasso January to December 

Enjoy France Tours • Flexible dates
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Architecture & Patrimony 
Tour begins and finishes at 
The choice is yours !
Airport
Brest Bretagne Airport BREST 

+- 1 hour drive from Douarnenez
Train
Direct trains Charles de Gaulle, PARIS to 
QUIMPER

+- 1/2 hour drive from Douarnenez
Whichever option you choose, we’ll be there to 
meet you

Tour for 1⃣ to 1⃣4⃣ will be confirmed on 
reservaPon

Early reservations highly recommended

Details for children available on request

Enjoy France Tours
Architecture & Patrimony

Quimper & Surrounds
Quimper
Quimper, ancient capital of Cornouaille with
has a distinctive Breton character has a rustic
atmosphere with footbridges spanning the
rivers that flow through it. The Church of
Locmaria, a Romanesque structure, dates from
the eleventh century. The Cathedral of Saint-
Corentin, with its Gothic-style façade, was
constructed between the thirteenth and
sixteenth centuries.

Locronan Medieval Village
Locronan , a small town built at the foot of a
hill was granted town status in 1505 by Anne
of Brittany, who went there on a pilgrimage.

Pont Croix
Pont-Croix, probably founded around the tenth
or eleventh century is close to a point situated
upstream on the GOYEN estuary formed a vital
link between the coastal regions of Cap Sizun
and the Bigouden countryside where the
bridge of Keridreuff was built. A tidal mill
(moulin a maree), one of the oldest in Brittany,
was built on this bridge.
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Group options
Group price available

Add supplementary activities

Additional options
Add extra activities

Arrive before start and / or extend 
your Tour !
Hotel reservations made with 
compliments of Enjoy France Tours

Visit a fully restored 1868 water mill

Excluded
Flights / Trains to and from starting & finishing points 
France

Tickets to be purchased directly by client. 
Not included in price as clients come from different 
parts of the world with different airlines

Additional Options

Bank charges

Beverages

Covid-19 Coronavirus testings & quarantines

Tips 
Service Fee +- 10%

Travel insurance

Visa feesEnjoy France Tours
Architecture & Patromony

Included

French architecture, rich heritage & a medieval village  
adapted individually 
Dates

Duration
Start & Finish points

Accommodation choice of 
4-star 3-star or 2-star hotel 
2 people sharing 1 double room or 

1 person 1 single room

All meals including
famous French Plateau de Fruits de Mer
Local Breton Dishes
Unique Whiskey Tastings !

All road transfers

Ac]vi]es
Guided tour of Douarnenez
2⃣ Enjoy France Tours favourite Ac]vi]es
Local French fresh food market
Visits to

Fully resertored 1868 water mill
Beau]ful Quimper with shopping    
opportunity
Day visi]ng Cameret for oyster tas]ng,  
lunch at a local fishing port bistro & visi]ng 
the Tour Vauban

Welcome apéro’s at local seafront bar

Circuit with English / French speaking private guide for full 
duration of tour
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Enjoy France Tours
Architecture & Patromony

Sainte Anne D’Auray
The highlight of this tour is a visit 
to Brittany's spiritual capital
Sainte-Anne d'Auray and her Basilica -
a major site of pilgrimage. 

Sainte-Anne, mother of the Virgin 
Mary, Jesus' grandmother, is the 
patron saint of Brittany.

Every summer, there is the 
Grand Pardon of Sainte Anne, the 
largest pilgrimage in the region on July 
26, the feast of St. Anne

Breton Pardon
A Pardon is a typically Breton form of 
pilgrimage and one of the most traditional 
demonstrations of popular Catholicism in 
Brittany.  
Of ancient origin, probably dating back to the 
conversion of the country by the Celtic monks

“A Pilgrimage may only be a day long ...
but it lasts a lifetime”

Attend a famous Breton pardon 
Annual Pardon Dates

26 July Sainte Anne D’Auray

Last Sunday of August Saine Anne La Palud
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All specialized activities are sub-contracted to local professionals 
guaranteeing expertise, keeping work and financial interests in our region

Enjoy France Tours
Architecture & Patromony

Enjoy France Tours Favourite Activity Choices
Architecture & Medieval Village
Be surrounded with French architecture and rich heritage & visit a medieval village  

Culinary
Learn to cook a French / Breton specialty  

Fishing
Fish in our bay for our local “poissons” with a professional guide  

French Fresh Food Market
Smell, See and Taste local produce and have a coffee (or glass of wine) at the local bar 

Hiking
Professional guided hike on our famous GR34 which is all along the unspoilt coastline. 
Experience the force of nature @ our equivalent to Lands end ! 

Kayak 
Enjoy a kayak “balades” in or around our ports and beaches

Natural Sea Water Spa Thalasso
Relaxing Escapade with 3⃣  treatments day at our Thalasso Sea-water therapy

Quimper & Shopping opportunity
Visit beautiful Quimper.   Great opportunity for a shopping, the city centre is charming 
and packed with interesting boutiques 

Sand Sailing Char-A-Voile
Discover the pleasure of steering a Char-A-Voile 

Sail on a yacht in the bay of Douarnenez  
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Book now to ensure you lock down 
your dream holiday !

contact 
michele@enjoytourslimited.com

Holiday in France with
Enjoy France Tours

Enjoy France Tours  Architecture & Patromony

French architecture, rich heritage & a medieval village

Walk along the famous GR34 coastal footpath at Pointe 
du Raz (almost the westernmost extent of France)

Brittany
Whether the sky is grey or blue, 

the magic of this region always manages to seduce you

Attend a famous Breton pardon

mailto:michele@enjoytourslimited.com

